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Abstract 
Product line engineering is a new production paradigm that provides organizations a competitive edge by improving productivity 
and decreasing costs. The purpose with this new production paradigm is no longer to develop a single product but to develop a 
product family and to generate the products of the line through configuration processes. However, the potential benefits of product 
line engineering can be missed when dealing with large product lines because the configuration processes become error prone 
tasks. Consequently, guiding stakeholders during such complex configuration processes and recommending the best configuration 
alternatives until leading to a satisfying experience becomes a challenge. This paper focuses on enhancing product line 
configuration processes through process mining techniques. Therefore, user’s actions of previous product line configurations are 
logged, mined and analyzed. We conducted a preliminary research to motivate the advantages of process mining in product line 
configuration and to explore what can process mining bring for configuration processes and how to use it to enhance configuration 
processes. Thus, guidance questions are sketched in order to position process mining as a solving tool for the configuration 
difficulties. Furthermore, we propose a reference architecture that considers process mining for configuring product lines. 
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1. Introduction   
Product Line Engineering (PLE) is a reuse-driven production paradigm that has been successfully applied in several 
kinds of industries, such as software [28], automotive [29][30], avionics [31] and electronics [32]. Extensive research 
and industrial experience have widely proven the significant benefits of PLE practices, among them are: increased 
reuse, productivity and quality, and reduced time to market [28]. These benefits are obtained through the application 
of two main processes called domain engineering and application engineering. The domain engineering process is 
designed to capitalize and document all artefacts necessary to produce systems; and the application engineering 
involves the configuration process that constitutes the activities of deriving a valid product from the product line [33]. 
In this sense, configuration activities should meet the requirements of the user and respect the constraints of the 
Product Line Model (PLM). Usually, when the number of features increases in a PLM, the number of potential 
products increases also. Indeed, the configuration process becomes quickly complex when the number of user 
decisions to be made increases; the fact that these decisions must be taken in a predefined order that respects user 
preferences on the one hand and the PLM constraints on the other hand. Therefore, user assistance becomes central 
especially when users are dealing with many possible combinations of configuration decisions. 
Throughout unguided configurations, the PLM is configured without following a sequence of well defined choices. It 
consists of making decisions by browsing the PLM randomly. Staged configuration processes [34] are typical 
examples of non-guided configurations. Different approaches were proposed to direct users towards the configuration 
solutions corresponding to their expectations such as the configurations driven by constraint satisfaction problems 
[35] and the configurations using the recommendation [18]. Nonetheless, these proposals present drawbacks that will 
be discussed in this paper. Hence, the idea is to consider process mining [36] as a guidance strategy that considers 
previous process behaviors to anticipate the behaviour of future configuration processes.  
Consequently, the goal of this paper is to explore and discuss the contribution of process mining in overcoming 
the shortcomings of product line configurations. Based on the problem description, this research was supported by a 
Design Science Research (DSR) [37] as the goal is to expose problems, suggest solutions and motivate their use. For 
the execution of a typical DSR methodology, this research was guided by the following steps [38]: (i) Identifying the 
problems of the configuration process; (ii) suggesting a proposal that handles the encountered problems; (iii) 
proposing an architecture that support solutions; (iv) comparing the proposal to other existent solutions; and (v) 
highlighting the additional knowledge with regards to the acquired process acquired. Thus, this research aims to 
propose a qualitative approach with an exploratory nature that focuses on what process mining can bring to product 
line configurations. Other domain engineering processes such as the formalization of PLMs [35][39] and their 
verification [40][41][42] are not taken into account. This purpose leads to the following research questions:  
RQ1: What are the problems that users meet when they are configuring product line models? 
RQ2: What challenges and guidance questions can be inferred from process mining to assist the configuration 
process? 
RQ3: Which technical solution to support the guidance challenges and what process traces are useful to guide the 
configuration of product line models? 
RQ4: How useful to adopt a process mining strategy to enhance the product line configuration? 
For this purpose, our studies rely on some recent publications in the field. The main concern is to make a 
preliminary analysis of the needs of product line configurations. Thus, this study is neither exhaustive nor systematic. 
It presents a continuity of our research works on product line engineering solutions [17] [43] and process mining 
investigations [44][45][22][46]. Besides, this paper is a part of a larger scientific project aiming to propose 
recommendation methods for product line configuration [17][18]. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines configuration problems and the guidance 
challenges aiming to address them. Section 3, introduces the process mining concepts and proposes a process mining 
based architecture that supports the expected solutions. Section 4 explores the usage outcomes of process mining as a 
problem-solving tool for product line configuration issues. Section 5 discusses the related works and the current 
approach limits while Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses research perspectives. 
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2. Configuration Problems and Guidance Challenges [RQ1 & RQ2] 
To answer RQ1, we conducted a literature review on recent papers published in journals and conference 
proceedings that treated the subject of product line configuration issues. A key element in literature reviews is the 
explicit definition of a review process that guides its execution. The main stages of our review process are :  
- The definition of research question 
- The definition of search string and digital libraries 
- The selection and qualification of papers 
- The data extraction and synthesis 
This study is not systematic in the sense of [65] or [66]; however, it follows the recommendations of Webster and 
Watson [53] to conduct literature reviews. According to our research question, we conducted a literature review rather 
than a mapping study. This choice was motivated by the fact that we aim to identify, analyze and interpret evidence 
related to a specific research question and not a topic of area.  
We referred in the search string to the title and the abstract of the paper. The authors collectively elaborated the 
reference lists of the most important journals, conferences and other venues. The review included literature published 
from 2006 to 2018 reporting on research issues for product line configurations. Using Google Scholar and the free 
search feature of DBLP, the following search terms concerning product line and difficulties were used and combined: 
“product line”, ‘‘product line engineering”, ‘‘product family engineering”, “variability”, “problems”, “issues”, 
“difficulties” and “shortcomings”. As the total number of retrieved publications was limited, we used Google Scholar 
to browse publications that cited previously select papers, i.e., forward snowballing . Using this technique, further 
papers were added to our list. 
We conducted the literature review in 28 relevant sources. The following exclusion criteria were defined in the 
selection stage in order to narrow the current list of candidate papers: 
- Criteria 1 : We excluded papers that were not available in electronic form.  
- Criteria 2: Only publications written in English and french were kept. For example, papers written in Spanish 
and german were excluded. 
Table 1 focuses on the encountered major issues of product line configurations and in which references they were 
mentioned. These configuration issues are classified into the following three categories : 
▪ Decision complexity: this category summarize some technical difficulties that users are facing when they deal 
with unguided configurations. 
▪ Lack of performance: this category lists problems, encountered by existent configuration process executions, in 
relation with computation time and the heavy charge including unnecessary evaluations. 
▪ Enhancement need: a trend in recent research is to go a step further, beyond the explicit request of relevant 
guidance solutions in product line configuration processes. 
Table 1: Major issues of product line configurations 
Issues Focus References  
THE DECISION COMPLEXITY 
Combinatorial explosion of variants causing errors and conflicting 
decisions: heavy human effort. 
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [14], [15], [16], 
[17], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],[57] 
Configuration Quality: efficiency, completeness and flexibility. [1], [2], [3], [4], [6], [8], [9], [10], [15], [19], [20], [21], [23], [24], 
[26], [27] 
Need to reveal the impact of decisions. [9], [17], [18], [25] 
THE LACK OF PERFORMANCE 
Undoing and repeating. [13], [15], [17] 
Lengthy delivery time. [1], [2], [3], [4], [6], [10], [11], [13], [14], [15], [17], [18], [24] 
THE ENHANCEMENT NEED 
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Lack of user support. [7], [9], [10], [11], [14], [16], [17], [18], [22], [24], [26], [27] 
Prediction and recommendation need. [7], [12], [17], [18], [19], [27] 
Decision automation need. [2], [5], [14], [17] 
Visual and interactive support need. [7], [8], [9], [18] , [20], [26] 
Limited insight and information of decision impacts. [9], [18], [25] 
Lack of personalization. [1], [7], [15], [18], [22] 
Need to elicit user requirements, preferences and goals. [2], [6], [11], [12] 
Need to map the elicited configuration goals and the PLM elements. [7], [10], [11], [12], [24] 
 
Table 1 shows that 80% of selected studies mentioned the problem of variant explosion causing error prone 
processes and conflicting decisions during the configuration process. Large PLMs can have several hundred features 
and the solution space can have several thousands or more constituents. Thus, it becomes hard to understand the 
multiple decisions to make. The second most mentioned issue concerns also the decisions complexity and is about the 
configuration quality including: efficiency, completeness and flexibility. The users are all time facing PLMs with no 
efficient configurations. Therefore, users leave the process before finishing all the decisions to make since the provided 
choices are, also, not flexible. The third issue, concerning the decisions complexity, is the need to reveal the impact 
of decisions since the configuration is based on PLM containing constraining variants. At each configuration stage, 
the choices can cause the automatic propagation of selection or rejection of other variants. Thus, it is crucial to prevent 
the user of the impacts of his actions before being faced to a reduced solution space that don't exactly meet to his 
intentions and requirements. The performance of the configuration process was also a major problem category found 
in the literature review. Indeed, users are often faced to undo choices and repeating cycles causing backtracks. Several 
research works revealed that long time delivery of valid combinations is a significant impediment to the configuration 
process. The users need, in most cases, valid configurations with fast feedbacks resulting in lower lead times. This 
problem is frequent especially in large product lines that need complex computations in order to reach a valid 
configuration. These researchers find that is essential to think about elastic solvers which can scale up regardless the 
PLM size. 
Other researches have gone further to bring the need to enhance product line configuration process. Indeed, the 
majority of analyzed papers mentioned the lack of user support provided to users when they are configuring a product. 
To tackle these difficulties, some researches mentioned the need of using prediction and recommendation techniques 
during the configuration process (e.g., recommend values of features according to predictions based on similarity 
measures). Other works mentioned the need of automatic decisions especially in situations when there is no choices. 
Another manner to enhance the configuration process, it to provide to users ergonomic interfaces with visual and 
interactive support. To reveal the impact of decisions some studies bring the need to give users insights and messages 
about their action consequences. The lack of personalization in provided choices to the users, is mentioned also as 
a major issue since it constitutes the aim of the product line method. Mentioned research works preconise that to 
enhance the configuration process it is crucial to elicitate requirements, preferences and goals of each users. Besides, 
five works highlight the need of mapping the elicited requirements, preferences and goals with the assets of the 
corresponding PLM (e.g., the requirements, constraints and the domain components of the PLM). 
Regarding RQ2, the expectations of users who are configuring a product line are hard to be precisely predicted 
and represented  in advance. The enactment of a single configuration process that works on all the cases is impractical 
since the configuration combinations are heterogeneous and complex. Furthermore, providing to users error prone and 
annoying processes might not be very beneficial or profitable. Moreover, the measurement of process performance is 
a natural part of the configuration process development. All this might raise questions about efficiency and effectivity 
related to process improvement. For this reason, guidance solutions based on process mining techniques can provide 
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an added value. Thus, this research outlines the following four  major guidance challenges for the product line 
configuration processes and  their corresponding guidance questions. 
Challenge 1: Provide flexibility during the configuration process. 
Challenge 2: Maximize the personalization of the configuration suggestions. 
Challenge 3: Reduce the required time to reach a suitable configuration. 
Challenge 4: Promote configurations that maximise economic benefits. 
For each challenge, guidance questions aiming to inspect the configuration issues are listed. 
Guidance questions for Challenge 1 
GQ 1.1: What are the safest (doubtful) processes that lead to a valid (incoherent) product?  
GQ 1.2: What are the processes that include fashionable products? 
GQ 1.3: What are the processes that include the best/worst seller products? 
GQ 1.4: What are the processes that include full/minimum option products? 
GQ 1.5: What are the processes that were interrupted by the system or by the user? 
GQ 1.6: What are the processes that were configured by serious users? (not just trying combinations) 
GQ 1.7: What are the processes that are executed with a maximum number of manual (user) choices? 
GQ 1.8: What are the processes that are executed with a maximum number of automatic propagations? 
Guidance questions for Challenge 2 
GQ 2.1: What are the processes of a specific user based on his history? 
GQ 2.2: Which users have similar configuration intentions? 
GQ 2.3: What are the processes that include the best/worst seller products for each category of users (e.g., gender, 
age, country) or a specific period (e.g., summer holidays)? 
Guidance questions for Challenge 3 
GQ 3.1: What should be configured first? 
GQ 3.2: What is the average number of steps or required time to execute a process? 
GQ 3.3: What is the ideal process order that reduce the solver charge? 
GQ 3.4: What are the processes that were executed rapidly/slowly? 
Guidance questions for Challenge 4 
GQ 4.1: What are the processes that correspond to products that minimise the cost? 
GQ 4.2: What are the processes that correspond to products that maximise the profit? 
GQ 4.3: What are the processes that correspond to products with less human resources? 
GQ 4.4: What are the processes that lead to sell accumulated stock? 
 
Confronting the literature review study with guidance challenges, we denote that challenges 1 and 2 handle the 
decision complexity and the enhancement need issues. Nonetheless, challenge 3 handles the lack of performance in 
existent configurations processes. Challenge 4 aims to guide users by suggesting to them choices that promote business 
interests of the product line provider.  
On the other hand, studies over the last few years have associated some benefits that can be achieved by using 
process mining for complex business issues. These benefits were analyzed on a survey proposed by Claes et al. [54]. 
Revealed benefits are in correspondence with the guidance challenges and configuration issues. However, this 
alignment is neither systematic nor exclusive and defining a combination of challenges and issues at each guidance 
situation lead to better product line configurations. Interpreting process mining findings, based on traces and generated 
models, is useful to answer the evoked guidance questions and to provide assistance during the configuration process. 
To support revealed challenges of product line configurations, we shape in the next section a reference architecture 
based on process mining. 
3. Process mining at the service of product line configuration [RQ3] 
Process mining was defined by Günther [47] as an area of research that is concerned with posteriori analysis of 
business processes, based on event logs of their execution. Its purpose is to extract global and specific information 
and highlight the different aspects of these business processes. Hence, the process mining is adopted by some 
organizations that need to have enough information about what is happening in their activities.  
Moreover, process mining is a set of techniques that enable to discover, monitor and improve processes through 
the extraction of information from event logs available in information systems [36]. The starting point is an 
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information system that records executions’ traces of processes and store them in an event log. An event log can be 
seen as a collection of cases and a case as a sequence of events. Each event contains information about its execution, 
such as the timestamp, the activity that involve, the originator of this event, etc. According to these traces, process 
models allow to show execution details generated thanks to techniques of process mining and especially the following 
three ones: (i) Discovery : to mine process models ; (ii) Conformance : to identify, explain and quantify process 
differences when existing process models are compared with the discovered ones; and (iii) Enhancement : to apply 
changes to the existing process models based on the discovered ones. Furthermore, some techniques aim to go further 
and use traces to suggest which tasks may follow a current activity [48].  The process mining techniques are, mainly, 
process-driven implying the discovery of rich, high-level models with decision points, loops and concurrency [45]. 
Moreover, the process models are complete, being able to capture behaviors which are also less frequent in the data 
mining techniques, such as sequence mining [49] and episode mining [50].  
In this research, we focus on process discovery and enhancement. To do so, we analyse configuration frequency 
(e.g., activities and paths frequencies), configuration performance (e.g., duration and computation costs), and the 
similarity measures between processes. 
To answer RQ3, we conducted a proof of concept by using a collection of configured products from PLMs where 
the different users are not aware of what aspects are going to be studied. Preliminary experiments were held in order 
to evaluate what process mining can bring to support the guidance challenges.  Moreover, experiments were iterative 
and they allowed us to improve the drawn reference architecture.  
This research studies the ways in which users configure products from a product line with the aim of guiding them 
in future configuration. In particular, this research explores the use of process mining techniques to guide users during 
future configuration processes. With this technique, configuration traces of previous configuration processes where 
extracted and saved into a trace repository. Traces where collected with the VariaMos† [51] product line management 
tool and process mining analysis of these traces were done with Disco‡ [52]. Disco deal with event logs to discover 
process models that can reflect configuration process issues. The exact process mining algorithms used in Disco are 
not public but the owners claim that a technique based on Fuzzy Miner [58] is implemented. Fuzzy Miner is aimed at 
exploratory analysis, in particular, to discover dependency graphs, which are directed graphs with activities as nodes 
and process relations as edges. Dependency graphs discovered with the fuzzy miner algorithm are able to capture 
complex relations, such as concurrency, loops and indirect sequences. Moreover, to filter out the log noise, multiple 
dependency measures are defined, customized for specific types of relations. Filters allow to generate and interpret 
process models in different ways. In this way, the process representation varies from showing all observed patterns in 
the log to showing only the most significant patterns. Process models representation and interpretation are on 
correspondence with the guidance questions listed for each challenge. 
To do so, a reference architecture was designed in a layered composition including a presentation, a mining and a 
recommendation layers. This architecture is based on four main core modules: the Configurator at the presentation 
layer, the Event Logs Collector and the Process Miner at the mining layer and the Process Recommender at the 
recommendation layer. Figure 1 shows this reference architecture where bold police mark these modules. Indeed, the 
Configurator proposes a graphical interface that supports the configuration process and configuration decisions for a 
given product line model. The Event Logs Collector records filtered event logs issued from the configuration 
processes; and the logs processing allows recording these event logs according to a specific structure. Event logs 
structure is designed in a way that allows capturing information concerning the process; the elements of the product 
line model involved in each configuration event, the event order and the time stamp. Considering process mining 
techniques and guidance questions listed above, event logs structure is defined as shown in Table 2. 
 
 
† https://variamos.com/ 
‡ https://fluxicon.com/disco/ 
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Figure 1- Reference architecture for mining product line configuration processes. 
 
The process miner encapsulates two main activities namely Mining Analysis and Process Model Discovery. In 
order to answer guidance questions, the definition of mining criteria and queries is important. Therefore,  we analyse 
path executions (activities transitions), performance results and association rules between configuration process 
fragments. The choice and the settlement of process mining algorithms depend on the required guidance goals. Process 
mining interpretations can be, then, done according to arised guidance indicators. 
The Process recommender module takes as input the indicators from process mining interpretations and provides 
recommendations to the Configurator module, which is in charge of proposing these recommendations to the final 
users in an ergonomic way. 
Table 2: Definition of the event logs structure 
Attribute Description 
CP ID The configuration process identifier 
Originator The user identifier 
PLM element ID The configured element (e.g., feature, domain asset) identifier 
PLM element type The type of the configured element (e.g., mandatory,, grouped or optional)*  
PLM element value The value that the user assigned for the given product line element (e.g., 1 when the corresponding element is selected and 
0 when it is rejected) 
Decision type The type of configuration decision (manual or automatic propagation of  choices) 
Decision order The order of the decision in the process 
Timestamp The timestamp of the decision 
* The type of the configured element depends on the modeling notation: OVM, Feature Model, etc. 
 
The proposed reference architecture aims to mine product line configuration processes. The main concern of this 
technical solution is to meet the process mining outcomes and prove what they can bring for the configuration 
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shortcomings. Consequently, the choice of a layered architecture was motivated by the fact that several functionalities 
must be included in the technical solution, in particular: presentation, mining and recommendation. This process 
mining based architecture aims to propose an additional layer of process mining, compared with other architectures 
of software configurators based largely on the classical recommendation paradigms [17] or on the simple propagation 
of domain constraints [67]. The mining layer is considered as the essence of the recommendation layer. Adopting a 
process mining strategy aims to select dynamically variants according to the progress of the configuration process. In 
instance, the order of the process steps and the variants values are not standard; they differ according to the user goal 
and the partial configuration.  
4. Process mining outcomes for Product Line configuration processes [RQ4] 
To answer RQ4, we conducted a literature search on process mining outcomes. As a matter of fact, process mining 
has helped in some of business process issues. According to our basic experiments on mining product line 
configurations, we selected, adapted and extended the outcomes of process mining [54][55] that are strongly coupled 
and useful for the decision complexity, the lack of performance and the need of enhancement discussed in Table 2. 
Outcome 1: Objectivity and transparency 
Process traces reflect the manner of how a given configuration process has exactly been executed. Thus, process 
models reconstructed through different process mining techniques are not subject to perceptual biases. Process mining 
enables to “drill-down to the facts” to obtain information about who selected/rejected a variant from the product line, 
how much time did it take, etc. Other frequency analysis can be held to discover, for example, what is the path in the 
configuration process that is followed by the highest percentage of cases. 
Outcome 2: Process speed-up 
Though a first basic understanding of the business upfront, it is obvious that reproducing configuration process 
diagrams may considerably accelerate future configuration activities. In fact, logging the timestamp of each user action 
allows identifying the mean, minimum and maximum duration of a configuration process.  
Outcome 3: Reduced effort (efficiency) 
Process discovery enables a considerable increase of efficiency thanks to the fact that less effort to discover business 
issues is needed. In an enhancement context of  the configuration process, based on previous traces, it becomes 
possible to recommend to users choice points that avoid following branches containing slowly activities. 
Outcome 4: Root and bottlenecks 
Process mining can be used to easily find out the root causes of configuration difficulties, bottlenecks and undo choices 
that are frequent in product line configurations. Undoing variable values can affect other variable values, which 
obviously causes real calculating problems for the solver in charge of the product line configuration processes support. 
Outcome 5: Prediction and guidance 
Based on facts, it is possible to predict future configuration process executions. Thus, event logs can be used to propose 
more reliable and guided configuration processes than the ones purely based on theoretical assumptions. This outcome 
is the main concern of this paper in front of the enhancement need revealed in literature and industry.   
All guidance questions are important to provide guidance during product line configuration processes. Process 
mining analysis were able to provide answers for these guidance question by focusing on path frequency, time 
performance, originator tasks, sequence orders, undo cycles, etc. However, guidance questions that correspond to 
challenge 4 need further business information about stock and costs of configured products. 
5. Related works 
Difficulties of the software configuration process have been addressed by the product line community that proposed 
interactive configuration methods [59][60], recommendation-based methods [61], combination of these two methods 
[18] and heuristic-based methods [17].  
In interactive methods, product line specifications are mapped into an executable language, for instance, finite 
domain constraint programs [35] and propositional formulas [62]. The goal of this transformation is to automatically 
propagate user decisions and provide a valid solution when there is only one possible choice. Our work with companies 
[29] revealed that this is very efficient to help stakeholders to identify inconsistent decisions, but that the probability 
of inconsistent decisions was so high that this approach is virtually impossible to use when stakeholders don’t already 
have a deep expert knowledge of the systems to configure.  
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In recommendation-based methods, configurations are mainly based on "content-based" filtering [63], and/or 
"collaborative" filtering [64]. For instance, [19] uses data mining to recover complex feature correlations and 
association rules in order to make recommendations. Other works, such as [18] propose an interactive configuration 
by organizing the configuration process in a series of stages where decisions are made using recommendations based 
on the similarity between former decisions and all other decision processes that were made before. This approach has 
2 important drawbacks. First, it suffers of the cold-start issue, which is typical of all collaborative filtering strategies.  
Second, it creates cognitive reinforcement : stakeholders receive recommendations that correspond to their way of 
working, rather than suggesting other potentially more adequate or efficient approach. 
In heuristic-based methods, users are guided throughout the configuration by using heuristics that aim to reduce 
the number of user actions and/or minimize impact of decisions [17]. Heuristics are intended to help customers to 
specify the characteristics of their products step-by-step according to their requirements. The main interest of this 
research is to improve the configuration performance by avoiding inefficient decisions., however, other configuration 
issues such as the personnalisation of guidance seem conscient but not overcome. This approach does not recommend 
a process but it recommends features of a product using heuristics and not using similarity on past configurations. 
Other methods, propose to deal with complex configurations and provide intelligent configuration processes, the 
notions of views and workflows have been defined [33]. This kind of assistance is provided especially to handle 
collaborative configurations that involve different users with different concerns. Nevertheless, this method presents 
limits since it don't consider user intentions and don't focus on process execution behaviors. In fact, proposed guidance 
solutions are standard; they don't adapt to the variety of support needs and situations faced by the configuration 
collaborators. Moreover, it provides limited choices that make users face inflexible processes; that may suggest 
variants values but never a configuration process path and order.  
As far as we know, there are no studies that explicitly attempt to apply process mining on this context. Whereas, 
many other works tried to capture configuration traces and exploit them in order to enhance the product line 
configuration. In this paper, this kind of research is considered as an implicit proposal of configurations mining. In 
this sense, [27] proposed to suggest to users the next action when they are building a configuration. The authors used 
the result of artificial intelligence clustering to suggest actions. They capture action traces and classify them by using 
the clustering measures and determine the closest cluster. However, this research also provides to users suggestion 
about an only action to make and not a series of actions to follow. Adding to that, the suggested action is based on its 
frequency in traces and don't take into account any guidance goal. 
Revealed limits motivated the idea of adopting a process mining strategy that aims to analyze the whole process 
executions. The purpose is to guide future configurations by suggesting, at each stage, values for a given PLM element 
on the one hand, and configuration paths or sequence of activities, in a predefined order, in the other hand. All guidance 
solutions take into account a guidance goal, a process state and a given situation. 
6. Conclusions and Perspectives 
A guided enactment of the configuration process, still faces difficulties to emerge from the plethora of possible 
combinations, differents situations and heterogenous guidance goals. For a deep understanding of the configuration 
process difficulties, an exploratory study was held and revealed the following main problems: The decision 
complexity, the lack of performance and the numerous enhancement needs (RQ1). As an answer, this paper proposes 
to mine previous configuration processes, discover process models and interpret them to improve future processes. 
This process mining strategy was motivated by the following three challenges: The decision flexibility and 
personalization, the configuration performance and the economic interests consideration (RQ2). To meet these 
challenges, a set of guidance questions is outlined to meaningfully conduct the interpretation of discovered process 
models. To do so, a reference architecture was designed in a layered composition including a presentation, a mining 
and a recommendation layers (RQ3). The potential outcomes of our preliminary experimentations showed an 
objectivity and transparency of discovered process models, their ability to speed-up processes, providing efficiency, 
identifying process bottlenecks and guiding next processes (RQ4). Mining product line configuration processes can 
go a step further than suggesting a value for a configuration option, at a given stage of configuration, and suggest a 
serie of actions of the whole process. This analysis based on processes (and not static data), can reveal informations 
about the execution behavior. Thus, suggesting to users a configuration order and variants values according to a 
guidance goal proves original compared with existing recommendation techniques in software configurators.  
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Nonetheless, several scientific questions are arisen concerning the consequences and drawbacks of this proposal 
for practitioners. When the PLM evolve, guidance directives meet a significant gap between what is capitalized in 
traces and what the new evolved PLM contain. Consequently, the guidance based on the previous PLM becomes 
incoherent with the new PLM configuration consistencies and lead to the following questions: What artefacts can be 
exploited and reused in spite of new changes? Even further beyond, what dependencies and correlations exist between 
the configuration process and the PLM? What is the dependence degree between a configuration process and the 
PLM? Furthermore, the cold start phenomenon has to be well controlled when process mining guidance is intended. 
In the beginning, trace-based analysis fail to draw sensible guidance directive due to the lack of informations about 
past user interactions. Thus, in trace-dependent recommendation, since more traces are extracted, the efficiency and 
accuracy of guidance are reinforced. Last but not least, mining domain engineering processes constitutes a perspective 
of this work also. The usefulness of process mining in verifying the consistency of a PLM or identifying its bottlenecks 
and their causes seems a promising research axis. Future work will focus also, among others, on the event logs 
extraction with capturing informations including the stakeholders profiles. Moreover, automatic identifying of the 
stakeholders goals will be tackled more thoroughly by a deeper focus on the GQM method [56].  
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